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WIMP	dark	
matter	searches	

2	

Baer+14	

A.  Direct	detection:	scattering	of	DM	particles	on	target	nuclei.	

B.  Direct	production	of	DM	particles	at	the	lab.	

C.  Indirect	detection:	DM	annihilation	products	(neutrinos,	antimatter,	gammas)	

ü  Many	dark	matter	(DM)	particle	candidates	

beyond	the	Standard	Model.	

ü  Weakly	Interacting	Massive	Particles	

among	the	preferred	ones.	

Approaches	to	the	WIMP:	



F(Eγ > Eth,Ψ0 ) = J(Ψ0 )× fPP Eγ > Eth( ) photons cm-2 s-1  
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The	DM	annihilation	γ-ray	flux	

Astrophysics 

J(Ψ0 ) =
1
4π

dΩ
ΔΩ

∫ ρDM
2 [r(λ)]dλ

l.o.s.∫

Particle physics 

fPP∝
dN f

γ

dEγf
∑ Bf

σ ⋅ v
mχ

2

Ng	:	number	of	photons	per	
annihilation,	E	>Eth	

<σ v>:	cross	section	
mχ:	neutralino	mass	

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Indirect Detection

Particle Spectrum
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Present	gamma-ray	observatories	
D
ESY/M

ilde	Science	Com
m
./Exozet	

Fermi	LAT	
[>2008]	

HESS	
[>2002]	

HAWC	
[	>2015	]	

VERITAS	
[	>2006]	

MAGIC	
[>2003]	

E. range: 20 MeV à 1 TeV 
E. resolution: ~10% @  GeV 
FoV: ≈ 2.4 sr 
Angular res.: ~0.2º@10 GeV 
Aeff ~ m2 

E. range: 0.1 à 100 TeV 
E. resolution: ~20% @  10 TeV 
FoV: ≈ 2 sr 
Angular res.: ~0.2º@10 TeV 
Aeff  ~22,000 m2 

E. range: 50 GeV à 10TeV 
E. resolution: ~20%  
FoV: ≈ 4 deg. 
Angular res.: ≈ 0.1º 
Aeff  ~ 105  m2 



The	Fermi	Large	Area	Telescope	

Si-Strip	Tracker:	
convert γ->e+e-	

reconstruct	γ	direction	
EM	v.	hadron	separation	
	

Hodoscopic	CsI	Calorimeter:	
measure	γ	energy	
image	EM	shower	
EM	v.	hadron	separation	 Anti-Coincidence	Detector:			

Charged	particle	separation	
	

Trigger	and	Filter:	
Reduce	data	rate	from	~10kHz	to	300-500	HZ	

Fermi	LAT	Collaboration:	
~400	Scientific	Members,	
NASA	/	DOE	&	International	
Contributions			

Public	Data	Release:	
All	γ-ray	data	made	public	within	24	hours	(usually	less)	

Sky	Survey:	
2.5	sr	field-of-view	
whole	sky	every	3	hours	

LAUNCHED	IN	JUNE	2008	
Mission	approved	through	2018	

[1.8	m		x		1.8	m		x		0.7		m]	
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Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab!

Motivation for Dark Matter 

4!

NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A. Rector!

Galaxy Rotation Curves!

Bullet Cluster (Markevitch & Clowe, 2006)!

Colliding Clusters!

WMAP Science Team!

Cosmological Probes!

Searching for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

Substructure

Alex Drlica-Wagner

on behalf of the 

Fermi LAT Collaboration



THE	GAMMA-RAY	SKY	above	1	GeV	
5	years	of	Fermi	LAT	data	



7	Dark	Matter	simulation:	
Pieri+09,	arXiv:0908.0195	

The	dark	matter-induced		
gamma-ray	sky	
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Need	to	disentangle	dark	matter	annihilations	from	
‘conventional’	astrophysics.	

	
Crucial	to	understand	the	astrophysical	processes	in	

great	detail.	
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(WIMP)	Dark	Matter	search	strategies	

						Milky	Way	Halo	

								+	Spectral	Lines			 Dark	Matter	simulation:	
Pieri+(2009)	arXiv:0908.0195	

Galaxy	Clusters	

											extragalactic	background	

				Galactic	Center	

Dwarf	
satellites	

				Dark	satellites	 Nearby	galaxies	



Dwarf	spheroidal	satellite	galaxies	

o  The	most	DM	dominated	systems	
known	in	the	Universe.	

o  Nearly	30	confirmed	dwarfs	in	the	
Milky	Way.	More	on	the	way!	

o  Close	to	us.	Several	within	50	kpc.	

o  Free	from	bright	astrophysical	
gamma-ray	sources.	

10	

(Fornax		
dwarf	galaxy)	

EXCELLENT	TARGETS	FOR	GAMMA-RAY	DM	SEARCHES	



Census	of	dwarfs	(circa	2014)	
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[A.	Drlica-Wagner,	Berolo,	Sep	17]	

SDSS Sky Coverage
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4.1.3. Ultra-faint satellites
Visible as bright dots of different colors in the maps in Figs. 4

and 5 are the compact stellar over-densities corresponding to the
Galactic satellites that give the impression of being still intact.
The brightest of these ‘‘hot pixels’’ correspond to the well-known
star clusters and classical dwarf galaxies, while the very faint and
barely visible small-scale over-densities mark the locations of the
so-called ultra-faint satellites of the Milky Way. Although several
of these, including Boo I, Boo III, CVn I and UMa II, are seen in this
picture with a naked eye, the rest of the population of these objects
is too insignificant and can only be unearthed via an automated
over-density search. The first example of such an automated stellar
over-density detection procedure is presented in Irwin (1994) who
apply the method to the data from the photographic plates of the
POSS I/II and UKST surveys scanned at the APM facility in Cam-
bridge. A vast area of 20,000 square degree of the sky is searched
but only one new nearby dwarf galaxy is detected, namely the Sex-
tans dSph. A variant of the procedure is used, albeit with a little
less luck, by Kleyna et al. (1997), and subsequently by Willman
et al. (2005a) and Willman et al. (2005b) who actually find the
two very first examples of ultra-faint objects in the SDSS data.
The ease with which these systems reveal themselves in a stellar
halo density map akin to the ‘‘Field of Streams’’ (see Zucker et al.,
2006; Belokurov et al., 2006c) helped to re-animate the search
for new Milky Way satellites and more than a dozen of new discov-
eries have been reported in quick succession (Zucker et al., 2006;
Belokurov et al., 2007c; Irwin et al., 2007; Koposov et al., 2007;
Walsh et al., 2007; Belokurov et al., 2008; Belokurov et al., 2009;
Grillmair, 2009; Belokurov et al., 2010). Fig. 6 maps the distribution
of all presently known SDSS ultra-faint satellites on the Galactic
sky.

The accuracy and the stability of the SDSS photometry makes it
possible for the over-density detection algorithms to reach excep-
tionally faint levels of surface brightness across gigantic areas of
the sky. However, even though genuine Galactic satellites can be
identified in the SDSS as groups of only few tens of stars, their
structural parameters can not be established with adequate accu-
racy using the same data. Deep follow-up imaging on telescopes
like INT, CFHT, LBT, Magellan, MMT, Subaru and most recently
HST, has played a vital role in confirming the nature of the tiny
stellar blobs in the SDSS, as well as in pinning down their precise
sizes, ellipticities and their stellar content. The most recent, deep
and wide photometric studies of a significant fraction of the new
SDSS satellites are published by Okamoto et al. (2012) and Sand
et al. (2012). They point out that even at distances D > 100 kpc

from the Galactic centre, the outer density contours of CVn II,
Leo IV and Leo V display extensions and perturbations that are
probably due to the influence of the Milky Way tides. Similarly,
there is now little doubt that both UMa II and Her are excessively
stretched, as their high ellipticities as first glimpsed at discovery
(Zucker et al., 2006; Belokurov et al., 2007c) are confirmed with
deeper data (Munoz et al., 2010; Sand et al., 2009). Note, however
that apart from these two obvious outliers there does not seem to
be any significant difference in the ellipticity distributions of the
UFDs and the Classical dwarfs contrary to the early claims of Mar-
tin et al. (2008). This is convincingly demonstrated by Sand et al.
(2012) with the help of the imaging data at least 2 magnitudes dee-
per than the original SDSS. They, however, detect a more subtle
sign of the tidal harassment: the preference of the density contours
of the SDSS satellites to align with the direction to the Galactic
centre.

As far as the current data is concerned, the SDSS dwarfs do not
appear to form a distinct class of their own, but rather are the
extension of the population of the Classical dwarfs to exceptionally
faint absolute magnitudes. However, as more and more meager
luminosities are reached, it becomes clear how extreme the faint-
est of the UFDs are. The brightest of the group, CVn I and Leo T
show the usual for their Classical counter-parts signs of the
prolonged star-formation. For example, CVn I hosts both Blue
Horizontal Branch and Red Horizontal Branch populations, while
Leo T shows off a sprinkle of Blue Loop stars. However, the rest
of the ensemble appears to have narrow CMD sequences with no
measurable color spread around the conventional diagnostic
features, e.g., MSTO and/or RGB, thus providing zero evidence for
stellar populations born at different epochs (e.g., Okamoto et al.,
2012). The CMDs of the UFDs have revealed no secrets even under
the piercing gaze of the HST: all three objects studied by Brown
et al. (2012) appear to be as old as the ancient Galactic globular
cluster M92. Yet the low/medium and high-resolution follow-up
spectroscopy reveals a rich variety of chemical abundances some-
what unexpected for such a no-frills CMD structure. The first low-
resolution studies of Simon and Geha (2007) and Kirby et al. (2008)
already evince the existence of appreciable ½Fe=H" spreads in the
SDSS dwarfs with the metallicity distribution stretching to extre-
mely low values. Analyzing the medium and high resolution spec-
tra of the Boo I system, Norris et al. (2010) measure the spread in
½Fe=H" of #1.7 and the ½Fe=H" dispersion of #0.4 around the mean
value of $ 2.55 at MV # $ 6. It seems that this behavior of decreas-
ing mean metallicity with luminosity while maintaining a signifi-
cant enrichment spread is representative of the UFD sample as a

Fig. 6. Distribution of the classical dwarf galaxies (blue filled circles) and the SDSS ultra-faint satellites (red filled circles), including three ultra-faint star clusters, in Galactic
coordinates. The SDSS DR8 imaging footprint is shown in grey. Dashed line marks the tentative orbit of the Sgr dwarf galaxy. Galactic l ¼ 0& , b ¼ 0& is at the centre of the
figure.

110 V. Belokurov / New Astronomy Reviews 57 (2013) 100–121

(Belokurov 2013)

Discovered before SDSS 
(classical dwarfs)
Discovered with SDSS 
(ultra-faint dwarfs)

Sky Covered by SDSS



Fermi-LAT	DM	search	in	dwarfs	

Joint	likelihood	analysis	of	15	dwarfs	

Makes	use	of	Pass	8	data	

X. FIGURES & TABLES
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FIG. 1. Known dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies of the Milky Way overlaid on a Hammer-Aito�
projection of a 4-year LAT counts map (E > 1 GeV). The 15 dwarf galaxies included in the
combined analysis are shown as filled circles, while additional dwarf galaxies are shown as open
circles.
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No	gamma	signal	à	DM	limits	

Excludes	thermal	WIMPs	<100	GeV	

Expectation	bands	from	control	regions	

12	
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[	Ackermann+15,	the	LAT	collab.,	1503.02641	]	



Relevance	of	DM	limits	from	dwarfs	

Most	robust	and	competitive	limits	in	the	<1	TeV	WIMP	mass	regime	so	far.	
	

Dwarfs	as	a	test	of	the	GeV	GC	excess.	
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à	Will	we	be	able	to	refute	the	GC	excess	in	the	future??	



SDSS DR10 + DES Y2
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– 6 –

Fig. 1.— Locations of the eight new dwarf galaxy candidates reported here (red triangles) along

with nine previously reported dwarf galaxy candidates in the DES footprint (red circles; Bechtol

et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a; Kim & Jerjen 2015b), five recently discovered dwarf galaxy

candidates located outside the DES footprint (green diamonds; Laevens et al. 2015a; Martin et al.

2015; Kim et al. 2015a; Laevens et al. 2015b), and twenty-seven Milky Way satellite galaxies known

prior to 2015 (blue squares; McConnachie 2012). Systems that have been confirmed as satellite

galaxies are individually labeled. The figure is shown in Galactic coordinates (Mollweide projection)

with the coordinate grid marking the equatorial coordinate system (solid lines for the equator and

zero meridian). The gray scale indicates the logarithmic density of stars with r < 22 from SDSS

and DES. The two-year coverage of DES is ⇥ 5000 deg2 and nearly fills the planned DES footprint

(outlined in red). For comparison, the Pan-STARRS 1 3⇥ survey covers the region of sky with

�2000 > �30� (Laevens et al. 2015b).

Blue   - Previously discovered satellites 
Green - Discovered in 2015 with  
             PanSTARRS/SDSS

Red outline - DES footprint 
Red circles - DES Y1 satellites 
Red triangles - DES Y2 satellites

DES Collaboration [1503.02584]

14	

DES:	Recent	discovery	of	new	satellites												

Bechtol+15	
Drlica-Wagner+15	
Leavens+15	
Koposov+15	
Kim&Jerjen15	
Kim+15	
Martin+15	

>20	NEW	
DWARF	

CANDIDATES		
in	2015	alone!	

[these	dwarfs	will	help	to	
improve	the	DM	limits]		

14	
A.	Drlica-Wagner	

[Barolo,	Sep	2017]]	

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab

Dwarf Galaxy Discovery Timeline

17

SDSS Begins

DECam Installed

DES Year 1

DES Year 2



Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab

Blanco Imaging of the Southern Sky  
(BLISS)

24

15	

DES	
BLISS	
MagLiteS	

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab

LSST is Coming!

36

Lo
g 
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Pre
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More	
discoveries	
to	come!									

+	LSST	coming!	



(Bullock et al. 2009) 

~500	dwarfs	inside	the	virial	radius?		

(Tollerud+08;	Walsh+09;	Hargis+14)	

16	



Expected	sensitivity	with	more	dwarfs		
(Dwarfs	rock!)	

17	Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab

Expected Sensitivity to  
Dark Matter Annihilation

37

E. Charles et al. / Physics Reports 636 (2016) 1–46 17

Fig. 15. Projected upper limits on the WIMP annihilation cross section from the joint analysis of dSphs as a function of the size of the dSph sample on
the assumption of 6- (left) and 15-year (right) data sets with P8R2_SOURCE data. The solid black curve shows the observed limit from the analysis of 15
known dSphs with 6 years of P8R2_SOURCE data [5]. Projections correspond to the median expected limit for the given number of dSphs and observation
period from 200 simulated realizations of the entire search (see text for details).

Fig. 16. Ratio of the median expected upper limits on the WIMP annihilation cross section for 10 years of LAT data relative to 6 years (left) and 15 years
relative to 6 years (right) for the bb̄ and ⌧+⌧� annihilation channels. The upper and lower horizontal lines are the expectations for the purely background
limited (sensitivity scales as

p
t) and purely signal limited (sensitivity scales linearly with t) cases. We use the results for the projected sample of 60 dSphs

(see Fig. 15) for these comparisons.

simulations’’ and ‘‘Binnedmodel map simulations’’ described in Appendix D but duplicated our target set3 up to three times
to reach 60 in total. The effect of additional targets on the search sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 15.

We also examined how the expected sensitivity scales with time for different masses and annihilation channels. Fig. 16
shows the mean of the ratio of expected limits for all of the simulated dSphs. Because of the softer spectrum in the bb̄
channel, the improvement in that channel is close to the expectation for a background-limited search (i.e., it scales as

p
t)

for low masses, improves with increasing mass, but does not reach the linear scaling we would expect for a purely signal
limited search. On the other hand, in the harder ⌧+⌧� channel, the scaling behavior transitions from the background limited
to signal limited cases around 100 GeV.

The slope of the projected upper limit curve near 100 GeV is close to one (⇠1.1–1.2) cm3 s�1/GeV. The mass for which
the thermal relic cross section will be excluded scales as the inverse of the slope times the improvement on the limits on
h�vi. This results in considerable extension of the mass range with limits at or below the thermal relic cross section with
additional data, up to >400 GeV (>200 GeV) in the bb̄ (⌧+⌧�) channel with 60 dSphs and 15 years of data, see Fig. 17.

Finally, given that optical surveys will be discovering new targets for years to come, we consider the possibility that they
discover a dSph that is near enough and massive enough that it would be clearly observable by the LAT for plausible DM
annihilation cross-sections.

The J factors of known dSphs scale approximately with the square of distance, i.e., the dSphs would have similar J factors
(within about 0.4 dex) if they were all at the same distance: J ⇠ 1018.3 GeV2 cm�5 ⇥ (d/100 kpc). For a 100 GeV DM
particle annihilating to bb̄ at the thermal relic cross section we currently could expect a 5� significance detection of any
dSphs following that J factor scaling relation within ⇠8 kpc and located away from the Galactic plane. That corresponds to
a ‘‘discovery’’ volume of ⇠2100 kpc3. With 15 years of data that volume would at least double to ⇠4200 kpc3. For higher
masses and in the harder ⌧+⌧� channel the volume would increase by a factor of four.

3 The targets were placed at random locations and with J factors (and J factor uncertainties) sampled from the posterior distribution.

Charles et al. (1605.02016)

Dwarf Dependence

Charles,	MASC,	et	al.,		
Physics	Reports	[1605.02016]	



18	Adapted	from	Albert+15	

models (de Palma et al. 2013). We found that using the
alternative diffuse models varied the calculated limits and TS
values by 20%1 .

4. ESTIMATING J-FACTORS FOR THE
DES dSph CANDIDATES

The DM content of the DES dSph candidates cannot be
determined without spectroscopic observations of their member
stars. However, it is possible to predict the upper limits on the
DM annihilation cross section that would be obtained given
such observations by making the assumption that these
candidates possess DM distributions similar to the known
dSphs. Our estimates for the astrophysical J-factors of these
candidates are motivated by two established relationships.
First, the known dSphs have a common mass scale in their
interiors, roughly 107 M: within their central 300 pc (Strigari
et al. 2008a). This radius is representative of the half light
radius for classical dSphs, but is outside the visible stellar
distribution of several ultra-faint satellites. More generally, the
half-light radius of a dSph and the mass within the half-light
radius have been found to obey a simple scaling relation,
assuming that the velocity dispersions are nearly constant in
radius and the anisotropy of the stars is not strongly radially
dependent (Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010).

In the analysis that follows, we used the ten ultra-faint SDSS
satellites with spectroscopically determined J-factors as a
representative set of known dSphs. Specifically, we take the
J-factors calculated assuming an NFW profile integrated over a
radius of 0. 5 for Boötes I, Canes Venatici I, Canes Venatici II,
Coma Berenices, Hercules, Leo IV, Segue 1, Ursa Major I,
Ursa Major II, and Willman 1 (see Table 1 in Ackermann
et al. 2014). Figure 3 shows the relation between the
heliocentric distances and J-factors of ultra-faint and classical
dSphs. As expected from their similar interior DM masses, the
J-factors of the known dSphs scale approximately as the
inverse square of the distance. The best-fit normalization is

Jlog 18.3 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= . We obtain a similar
best-fit value, Jlog 18.1 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= , using the
J-factors derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a), who
assumed a generalized NFW profile and omitted Willman
1.75 We note that the limited scatter in Figure 3 is primarily due
to the known dSphs residing in similar DM halos (Ackermann
et al. 2014). Under the assumption that the new DES
dSph candidates belong to the same population, we estimated
their J-factors based on the distances derived from the DES
photometry. Table 1 gives the estimated J-factors integrated
over a solid-angle of 2.4 10 sr4DW ~ ´ - using our simple,
empirical relation.
Several caveats should be noted. None of the DES

candidates have been confirmed to be gravitationally bound.
It is possible that some have stellar populations characteristic of
galaxies but lack substantial DM content, as is the case for
Segue 2 (Kirby et al. 2013), or have complicated kinematics
that are difficult to interpret (Willman et al. 2011). Further,
some of the M31 dSphs have been found to deviate from these
relations, though it is possible that these deviations are due to
tidal disruption (Collins et al. 2014). Kinematic measurements
of the member stars are needed to unambiguously resolve these
questions.
Using the J-factor estimates presented in Table 1, we

followed the likelihood procedure detailed in Ackermann et al.
(2015a) to obtain limits on DM annihilation from these eight
candidates shown in Figure 4.
We assumed a symmetric logarithmic uncertainty on the

J-factor of 0.4 dex for each DES candidate. This value is
representative of the uncertainties from ultra-faint dSphs
(Ackermann et al. 2011; Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a) and
is somewhat larger than the uncertainties derived in Martinez
(2015). The 0.4 dex uncertainty is intended to represent the
expected measurement uncertainty on the J-factors of the DES
candidates after kinematic follow up. The corresponding
uncertainty band is illustrated in Figure 3. We apply the same
methodology as Ackermann et al. (2015a) to account for the
J-factor uncertainty on each DES candidate by modeling it as a
log normal distribution with J iobs, equal to the values in Table 1,
and 0.4is = dex (see Equation (3) of Ackermann et al. 2015a).
We derived individual and combined limits on the DM

annihilation cross section for DM annihilation via the bb̄and
τ+τ−channels, under the assumption that each DES candidate is
a dSph and has the J-factor listed in Table 1. We note that when
using a J-factor uncertainty of 0.6 dex instead of 0.4 dex , the
individual dwarf candidate limits worsen by a factor of ∼1.6,
while the combined limits worsen by 15%–20%. We stress that
the distance-estimated limits may differ substantially as spectro-
scopic data become available to more robustly constrain the DM
content of the DES candidates. However, once measured J-
factors are obtained, the observed limits from each candidate will
scale linearly with the measured J-factor relative to our
estimates. Given the current uncertainty regarding the nature
of the dSph candidates, we do not combine limits with those
from previously known dSphs (i.e., Ackermann et al. 2015a).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of eight dSph candidates in the first year of
DES observations sets an optimistic tone for future
dSph detections from DES and other optical surveys.
DES J0335.6−5403, at a distance of ∼32 kpc, is a particularly
interesting candidate in this context, and should be considered a

Figure 3. J-factor distance scaling. Black points are from Table 1 in
Ackermann et al. (2014). The red curve is our best fit with an assumed inverse
square distance relation (see the text). The red band shows the 0.4 dex
uncertainty that we adopt.

75 When using the values derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a) and
including Segue 2, we find a best-fit normalization of Jlog 18.0 0.110( ) = at
d 100 kpc= .
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Should	we	expect	any	
satellite	e.g.	here?	

Adapted	from	Albert+15	

models (de Palma et al. 2013). We found that using the
alternative diffuse models varied the calculated limits and TS
values by 20%1 .

4. ESTIMATING J-FACTORS FOR THE
DES dSph CANDIDATES

The DM content of the DES dSph candidates cannot be
determined without spectroscopic observations of their member
stars. However, it is possible to predict the upper limits on the
DM annihilation cross section that would be obtained given
such observations by making the assumption that these
candidates possess DM distributions similar to the known
dSphs. Our estimates for the astrophysical J-factors of these
candidates are motivated by two established relationships.
First, the known dSphs have a common mass scale in their
interiors, roughly 107 M: within their central 300 pc (Strigari
et al. 2008a). This radius is representative of the half light
radius for classical dSphs, but is outside the visible stellar
distribution of several ultra-faint satellites. More generally, the
half-light radius of a dSph and the mass within the half-light
radius have been found to obey a simple scaling relation,
assuming that the velocity dispersions are nearly constant in
radius and the anisotropy of the stars is not strongly radially
dependent (Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010).

In the analysis that follows, we used the ten ultra-faint SDSS
satellites with spectroscopically determined J-factors as a
representative set of known dSphs. Specifically, we take the
J-factors calculated assuming an NFW profile integrated over a
radius of 0. 5 for Boötes I, Canes Venatici I, Canes Venatici II,
Coma Berenices, Hercules, Leo IV, Segue 1, Ursa Major I,
Ursa Major II, and Willman 1 (see Table 1 in Ackermann
et al. 2014). Figure 3 shows the relation between the
heliocentric distances and J-factors of ultra-faint and classical
dSphs. As expected from their similar interior DM masses, the
J-factors of the known dSphs scale approximately as the
inverse square of the distance. The best-fit normalization is

Jlog 18.3 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= . We obtain a similar
best-fit value, Jlog 18.1 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= , using the
J-factors derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a), who
assumed a generalized NFW profile and omitted Willman
1.75 We note that the limited scatter in Figure 3 is primarily due
to the known dSphs residing in similar DM halos (Ackermann
et al. 2014). Under the assumption that the new DES
dSph candidates belong to the same population, we estimated
their J-factors based on the distances derived from the DES
photometry. Table 1 gives the estimated J-factors integrated
over a solid-angle of 2.4 10 sr4DW ~ ´ - using our simple,
empirical relation.
Several caveats should be noted. None of the DES

candidates have been confirmed to be gravitationally bound.
It is possible that some have stellar populations characteristic of
galaxies but lack substantial DM content, as is the case for
Segue 2 (Kirby et al. 2013), or have complicated kinematics
that are difficult to interpret (Willman et al. 2011). Further,
some of the M31 dSphs have been found to deviate from these
relations, though it is possible that these deviations are due to
tidal disruption (Collins et al. 2014). Kinematic measurements
of the member stars are needed to unambiguously resolve these
questions.
Using the J-factor estimates presented in Table 1, we

followed the likelihood procedure detailed in Ackermann et al.
(2015a) to obtain limits on DM annihilation from these eight
candidates shown in Figure 4.
We assumed a symmetric logarithmic uncertainty on the

J-factor of 0.4 dex for each DES candidate. This value is
representative of the uncertainties from ultra-faint dSphs
(Ackermann et al. 2011; Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a) and
is somewhat larger than the uncertainties derived in Martinez
(2015). The 0.4 dex uncertainty is intended to represent the
expected measurement uncertainty on the J-factors of the DES
candidates after kinematic follow up. The corresponding
uncertainty band is illustrated in Figure 3. We apply the same
methodology as Ackermann et al. (2015a) to account for the
J-factor uncertainty on each DES candidate by modeling it as a
log normal distribution with J iobs, equal to the values in Table 1,
and 0.4is = dex (see Equation (3) of Ackermann et al. 2015a).
We derived individual and combined limits on the DM

annihilation cross section for DM annihilation via the bb̄and
τ+τ−channels, under the assumption that each DES candidate is
a dSph and has the J-factor listed in Table 1. We note that when
using a J-factor uncertainty of 0.6 dex instead of 0.4 dex , the
individual dwarf candidate limits worsen by a factor of ∼1.6,
while the combined limits worsen by 15%–20%. We stress that
the distance-estimated limits may differ substantially as spectro-
scopic data become available to more robustly constrain the DM
content of the DES candidates. However, once measured J-
factors are obtained, the observed limits from each candidate will
scale linearly with the measured J-factor relative to our
estimates. Given the current uncertainty regarding the nature
of the dSph candidates, we do not combine limits with those
from previously known dSphs (i.e., Ackermann et al. 2015a).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of eight dSph candidates in the first year of
DES observations sets an optimistic tone for future
dSph detections from DES and other optical surveys.
DES J0335.6−5403, at a distance of ∼32 kpc, is a particularly
interesting candidate in this context, and should be considered a

Figure 3. J-factor distance scaling. Black points are from Table 1 in
Ackermann et al. (2014). The red curve is our best fit with an assumed inverse
square distance relation (see the text). The red band shows the 0.4 dex
uncertainty that we adopt.

75 When using the values derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a) and
including Segue 2, we find a best-fit normalization of Jlog 18.0 0.110( ) = at
d 100 kpc= .
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Low-mass	subhalos	might	host	few	or	no	stars	à	no	optical	counterpart.	

Gamma-rays	from	DM	annihilations	may	be	the	only	way	to	find	them.	
	

Could	some	of	them	be	better	candidates	than	dwarfs?	
How	many	of	them	are	potentially	detectable?	

Have	we	detected		them	already?	
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models (de Palma et al. 2013). We found that using the
alternative diffuse models varied the calculated limits and TS
values by 20%1 .

4. ESTIMATING J-FACTORS FOR THE
DES dSph CANDIDATES

The DM content of the DES dSph candidates cannot be
determined without spectroscopic observations of their member
stars. However, it is possible to predict the upper limits on the
DM annihilation cross section that would be obtained given
such observations by making the assumption that these
candidates possess DM distributions similar to the known
dSphs. Our estimates for the astrophysical J-factors of these
candidates are motivated by two established relationships.
First, the known dSphs have a common mass scale in their
interiors, roughly 107 M: within their central 300 pc (Strigari
et al. 2008a). This radius is representative of the half light
radius for classical dSphs, but is outside the visible stellar
distribution of several ultra-faint satellites. More generally, the
half-light radius of a dSph and the mass within the half-light
radius have been found to obey a simple scaling relation,
assuming that the velocity dispersions are nearly constant in
radius and the anisotropy of the stars is not strongly radially
dependent (Walker et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010).

In the analysis that follows, we used the ten ultra-faint SDSS
satellites with spectroscopically determined J-factors as a
representative set of known dSphs. Specifically, we take the
J-factors calculated assuming an NFW profile integrated over a
radius of 0. 5 for Boötes I, Canes Venatici I, Canes Venatici II,
Coma Berenices, Hercules, Leo IV, Segue 1, Ursa Major I,
Ursa Major II, and Willman 1 (see Table 1 in Ackermann
et al. 2014). Figure 3 shows the relation between the
heliocentric distances and J-factors of ultra-faint and classical
dSphs. As expected from their similar interior DM masses, the
J-factors of the known dSphs scale approximately as the
inverse square of the distance. The best-fit normalization is

Jlog 18.3 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= . We obtain a similar
best-fit value, Jlog 18.1 0.110( ) = at d 100 kpc= , using the
J-factors derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a), who
assumed a generalized NFW profile and omitted Willman
1.75 We note that the limited scatter in Figure 3 is primarily due
to the known dSphs residing in similar DM halos (Ackermann
et al. 2014). Under the assumption that the new DES
dSph candidates belong to the same population, we estimated
their J-factors based on the distances derived from the DES
photometry. Table 1 gives the estimated J-factors integrated
over a solid-angle of 2.4 10 sr4DW ~ ´ - using our simple,
empirical relation.
Several caveats should be noted. None of the DES

candidates have been confirmed to be gravitationally bound.
It is possible that some have stellar populations characteristic of
galaxies but lack substantial DM content, as is the case for
Segue 2 (Kirby et al. 2013), or have complicated kinematics
that are difficult to interpret (Willman et al. 2011). Further,
some of the M31 dSphs have been found to deviate from these
relations, though it is possible that these deviations are due to
tidal disruption (Collins et al. 2014). Kinematic measurements
of the member stars are needed to unambiguously resolve these
questions.
Using the J-factor estimates presented in Table 1, we

followed the likelihood procedure detailed in Ackermann et al.
(2015a) to obtain limits on DM annihilation from these eight
candidates shown in Figure 4.
We assumed a symmetric logarithmic uncertainty on the

J-factor of 0.4 dex for each DES candidate. This value is
representative of the uncertainties from ultra-faint dSphs
(Ackermann et al. 2011; Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a) and
is somewhat larger than the uncertainties derived in Martinez
(2015). The 0.4 dex uncertainty is intended to represent the
expected measurement uncertainty on the J-factors of the DES
candidates after kinematic follow up. The corresponding
uncertainty band is illustrated in Figure 3. We apply the same
methodology as Ackermann et al. (2015a) to account for the
J-factor uncertainty on each DES candidate by modeling it as a
log normal distribution with J iobs, equal to the values in Table 1,
and 0.4is = dex (see Equation (3) of Ackermann et al. 2015a).
We derived individual and combined limits on the DM

annihilation cross section for DM annihilation via the bb̄and
τ+τ−channels, under the assumption that each DES candidate is
a dSph and has the J-factor listed in Table 1. We note that when
using a J-factor uncertainty of 0.6 dex instead of 0.4 dex , the
individual dwarf candidate limits worsen by a factor of ∼1.6,
while the combined limits worsen by 15%–20%. We stress that
the distance-estimated limits may differ substantially as spectro-
scopic data become available to more robustly constrain the DM
content of the DES candidates. However, once measured J-
factors are obtained, the observed limits from each candidate will
scale linearly with the measured J-factor relative to our
estimates. Given the current uncertainty regarding the nature
of the dSph candidates, we do not combine limits with those
from previously known dSphs (i.e., Ackermann et al. 2015a).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of eight dSph candidates in the first year of
DES observations sets an optimistic tone for future
dSph detections from DES and other optical surveys.
DES J0335.6−5403, at a distance of ∼32 kpc, is a particularly
interesting candidate in this context, and should be considered a

Figure 3. J-factor distance scaling. Black points are from Table 1 in
Ackermann et al. (2014). The red curve is our best fit with an assumed inverse
square distance relation (see the text). The red band shows the 0.4 dex
uncertainty that we adopt.

75 When using the values derived by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a) and
including Segue 2, we find a best-fit normalization of Jlog 18.0 0.110( ) = at
d 100 kpc= .
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Dark	satellites:	new	work	ongoing	
(J.	Coronado,	MASC	et	al.,	in	prep.)	

•  Best	knowledge	of	subhalos’	structural	properties	(MASC&Prada14,	Moline,MASC+17)	

•  Repopulation	of	current	N-body	simulations	to	reach	lower	subhalo	masses.	

•  Search	in	the	most	recent	LAT	catalogs	(3FGL,	2FHL,	3FHL)	

•  Careful	characterization	of	LAT	sensitivity	to	DM	annihilation.	
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12 A. Moliné et al.

where in the last step we have assumed an NFW profile and
for halos, we use the parametrization for the concentration
parameter from Prada et al. (2012) using the fit obtained in
Sánchez-Conde & Prada (2014).

With this at hand, the luminosity of a subhalo of mass m
at a distance Rsub from the center of the host halo, L(m,xsub),
is defined as

L(m,xsub) = [1 +B(m,xsub)]Lsmooth(m,xsub) . (12)

where now Lsmooth(m,xsub) is the luminosity for the smooth
distribution of the given subhalo and B(m,xsub) is the boost
factor due to the next level of substructure. The luminosity
of a subhalo (sub-subhalo) is given by the same functional
form as that of a field halo, but including the dependence of
the concentration parameter on the position of the subhalo
(sub-subhalo) inside the host halo (subhalo).

In addition to the mentioned dependences, we note that
subhalos are not homogeneously distributed within the host
halo (Springel et al. 2008; Hellwing et al. 2015; Rodŕıguez-
Puebla et al. 2016). However, we have checked that the precise
spatial distribution of subhalos inside halos has only a small
impact on our results (below 10%). Therefore, for the sake
of comparison with previous works, we do not include this
dependence here and postpone its discussion to future work.
By assuming that the subhalo mass function does not change
within the halo, we can write the boost factor as

B(M) =
3

Lsmooth(M)

Z M

Mmin

dN(m)
dm

dm

Z 1

0

dxsub

[1 +B(m)] L(m,xsub)x
2
sub , (13)

where dN(m)/dm is the subhalo mass function for a halo of
mass M , dN(m)/dm = A/M (m/M)�↵. The normalization
factor is equal to A = 0.012 for a slope of the subhalo mass
function ↵ = 2 and to A = 0.03 for ↵ = 1.9 (Sánchez-Conde
& Prada 2014), and was chosen so that the mass in the re-
solved substructure amounts to about 10% of the total mass
of the halo,11 as found in recent simulations (Diemand et al.
2007b; Springel et al. 2008). Note that, as done in most of
previous works,12 we have not subtracted the subhalo mass
fraction from the smooth halo contribution, so in principle,
this leads to a slight overestimate of the smooth halo luminos-
ity, and hence, to a slight underestimate of the boost factor.
This is expected to be a small correction, though, since it ap-
plies mainly to the outer regions of the halo where the subhalos
represent a larger mass fraction and the smooth contribution
is much smaller and subdominant with respect to the contri-
bution from substructure (Palomares-Ruiz & Siegal-Gaskins
2010; Sánchez-Conde et al. 2011).

In the case of an NFW profile, as the one we are using,
the luminosity from the smooth DM distribution of a field
halo can also be expressed in terms of the maximum circular
velocity, V h

max, (Diemand et al. 2008)

Lsmooth(V
h
max) '

✓
2.163

f(2.163)

◆2 2.163H0

12⇡G2

r
c
h
V(V

h
max)

2
(V h

max)
3
, (14)

11 Extrapolating the subhalo mass function down to m/M =
10�18, those normalizations correspond to ⇠ 50% (⇠ 30%) of the
total mass of the halo for ↵ = 2 (↵ = 1.9).
12 See, e.g., Pieri et al. (2011) for one of the few exceptions.
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Figure 6. Halo substructure boost to the DM annihilation signal as
a function of the host halo mass. We have used our c200(m200, xsub)
parametrization in Eq. (6) and adopted Mmin = 10�6 M�. We
present results for two values of the slope of the subhalo mass
function, ↵ = 1.9 (lower, light red lines) and ↵ = 2 (black lines).
We also show the boost obtained with the DM profile-independent
definition of cV (green line), for which we have used our fit for
cV(Vmax, xsub) in Eq. (7), and (Vmax)min = 10�3.5 km/s. Notably,
the cV result lies within the results found for c200 and the two slopes
of the subhalo mass function considered. Thin lines correspond to
results obtained assuming subhalos and sub-subhalos are not trun-
cated by tidal forces, while thick lines represent the more realistic
case, in which subhalos and sub-subhalos have been tidally-stripped
(see text). The dashed lines correspond to the results obtained in
Sánchez-Conde & Prada (2014) when assuming that both halos and
subhalos of the same mass have the same concentration values.

and, in a similar way, by including the radial dependence of
the concentration of subhalos, one can obtain the subhalo lu-
minosity function, L(Vmax, xsub).

In this case, the boost factor for a field halo with maxi-
mum circular velocity V

h
max (analogously to Eq. (13)), can be

written as

B(V h
max) =

3
Lsmooth(V h

max)

Z V h
max

(Vmax)min

dN(Vmax)
dVmax

dVmax

Z 1

0

dxsub [1 +B(Vmax)] L(Vmax, xsub)x
2
sub ,

(15)

where (Vmax)min is the value of Vmax which corresponds to
Mmin. In order to compute the luminosity in terms of V

h
max

we need the subhalo mass function in terms of Vmax, and we
use the result of Diemand et al. (2008), dN(Vmax)/dVmax =
(0.108/V h

max) (V
h
max/Vmax)

4.
The results for the boost factor defined in Eqs. (13)

and (15) are shown in Fig. 6, where we use the parametriza-
tions for c200(m200, xsub), cV(Vmax, xsub), c

h
V(V

h
max) and

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

Subhalo	boost	model(s)	

[Agrees	also	with	Bartels	&	Ando	(2015)	and	Zavala	&	Afshordi	(2015)]	
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Role	of	HALO	SUBSTRUCTURE		
in	indirect	dark	matter	searches	
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Axion	constraints	
with	Fermi	LAT	

28	[Meyer+17]	

[Ajello+16]	

LAT	data	from	the	
Perseus	galaxy	cluster	

LAT	prospects	for	an	hypothetical	
Galactic	supernova	



Future:	Cherenkov	Telescope	Array	(CTA)	

29	

More	than	30	countries	and	200	institutions.	
Northern	and	Southern	arrays.	

We	will	explore	the	WIMP	and	axion	scenarios	with	CTA	as	well.			



Main	ongoing	projects	@	IFT		
(gamma-ray	related)	

•  Fermi	LAT:	
–  Subhalo	searches	in	LAT	catalogs:	Coronado’s	current	work.	
–  Follow-up	of	new	DES	dwarfs.	

•  CTA:	
–  Annihilation	in	dwarf	galaxies		
–  Annihilation/decay	in	galaxy	clusters		
–  Axions	in	Perseus	galaxy	cluster.	

•  N-body	cosmological	simulations	
–  Repopulation	of	current	simulations	below	their	resolution	limit.	
–  New	Milky	Way	size	simulations.	
–  Refinement	of	the	subhalo	boost	to	annihilation	signal.	

General:	WIMP	and	axion	(gamma-ray)	dark	matter	searches.	
Tools:	Fermi-LAT,	CTA,	N-body	cosmological	simulations.	
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